
























The Cardinal of Reams.
Few people will nowadays go to the

lengths that CBT went, without

the aid of the internet, to

produce a series of Christmas

cards in the 1950s and 1960s. One

of the glories of the world

before standardisation was the

myriad paper sizes. No doubt you

are aware of the subdivisions

produced by printers origami:

folio, quarto, octavo (8vo), 16mo

, 32mo and you can t go much

further folding the paper. Try it

yourself Although the sub-

divisions were fairly standard,

the original paper sizes gloried

in names as varied as Elephant,

Crown, Large Post and many

others.

This year's newsletter was

intended to include one page

printed by letterpress, a skill I

learnt at school, but sadly there

are still a few technical

problems to conquer, commercial

presses now being very costly

indeed.

Today international standard sizes

have replaced the myriad Imperial

sizes as a result of Napoleonic

rationalist fascism which relates

the size of your essay to the

supposed diameter of the planet.

Our English and most equivalent

continental measurements were all

based on the size of a human

being, feet, cubits, yards,

thumbs and so on. International

sizes nearly all start with paper

of one metre and have the

remarkable mathematical property

of being proportioned 1: 2 . 2 is

about 1.4. Dividing the longer

side by 2 produces a sheet half

the area but in exactly the same

proportion (Just multiply both

sides by 2 to see the effect). OK

we spell it out. If the longer

side is halved the proportion

becomes 1: 2/2. Multiply 1 by 2

and you get 2 . Multiply 2/2 by

2 and you get 1, so you are back

to where you started but half

size. Stephen Hawking started his

famous popular but widely unread

book by noting that sales of

popular science were in inverse

proportion to the number of

mathematical formulae, but at

least I am not trying to charge

you for this little lesson. This

became an international (ISO)

standard, adopted with a few

exceptions. The Americans have

been slow. My former employers

were still obliged to produce

paper prints of their technical

publications in Quarto to keep

the Americans quiet, but in a

machine-readable type face,

Flinstones fashion, namely OCRB

designed by Adrian Frutiger whose

death we mourn this year. To

commemorate the designer of

Univers and OCRB, and paper-based

technical manuals from Rolls-

Royce this article is set in OCRB

which is a limited font and does

not include the symbol for so we

have had to do a bit of

cheating. It was all written in

Simplified English, re-christened

Stupefied English by some, and

did not require apostrophes

either, much to the relief of

everybody. Most of the aerospace

world by then was using the web-

based version of the manuals,

which we also supported, and

which used web-friendly

typefaces. Back to Christmas

Cards. CBT was able to procure

cards to fit his chosen Christmas

photographs whether they were in

landscape or portrait format,

though the photographs were

always landscapes, rather than

portraits. Still with me? One

still can, and one does, but not

in the profusion of yesteryear..


































